Enrolling clients at 928-607-2041
& Julie@lancasterleadership.com.
Ask about our 20-minute free sample session.
Learn more at: www.LancasterLeadership.com

LEADERSHIP

COACHING

Personalized coaching and leadership
development is for anyone who would like
to have the tools and ability to be optimally
effective and reach higher.
Research shows that 70% of Fortune 500
executives get coaching. It’s for you if you are
committed to making a positive and significant
change in your life and work.

Results include:

Effective leadership-skill toolbox
Concrete plans to reach your goals
Enhanced relationships
Improved work and life satisfaction

Topics may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing change
Having accountability conversations
Reducing stress
Motivating yourself and others
Turning vision into action
Navigating personality styles

Coaching for Excellence Program
1:1 in-person and remote sessions available.
5 sessions = $1000
10 sessions = $1950
15 sessions = $2900
Meeting every 2-4 weeks; 1 hour sessions.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing workplace morale
Evaluating efficiency
Balancing empathy & assertiveness
Team engagement
Influencing & negotiating
Strategic planning for success

“Working with Julie was a challenging, productive, and FUN experience. Julie is open and encouraging while giving clear,
honest feedback. She helped me identify areas in which I want to grow, and gave me concrete tools and techniques to be
successful in doing so. Julie is a brilliant, welcoming person with vast experience and knowledge that she uses to tailor
your coaching sessions to your specific needs.”
– M. Martinic, Program Director
“She was engaging, intelligent and authentic, and had a knack for getting to the heart of an issue. I learned many new
skills from her that I continue to use in my job today.”
– Naomi K., Lead
“I will forever credit Julie with giving me the strength, courage, and knowledge to recognize my OWN strength, courage, and
knowledge, as well as teach me new skills and perspectives that I could use in a real work environment the very same day.”
– Leila W., Director

